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51. INTRODUCTION 
LET p BE AN odd prime, Let C(n) be the homotopy fibre of the double suspension 
E*: S2n-‘+~22S2n+‘. Let S3(3) and Szp+‘(p} be as in[5]. It was shown in[5] that 
f12S3(3)@, is a retract of R * S 2p+1{p} up to homotopy. This paper contains a proof of the 
more precise statement 
n*s*p+‘{p} =@S3(3)(,, x C(P)(,) 
as announced in[5]. The restriction p > 3 is no longer necessary as subsequent work 
has eliminated this hypothesis in the theorems of Cohen et al. (See [4].) A corollary of 
the proof is that C(p)(,) is a double loop space. 
I wish to thank John Moore and Fred Cohen for their contributions and to give 
special thanks to Joe Neisendorfer for pointing out Theorem 3 to me. In addition, I 
would like to take this opportunity to apologize for an error in the introduction to[5]. 
Although James showed that 2*“, is an exponent for the 2-torsion in n*(S*“+‘) he did 
not show that this is the best possible exponent. In fact, Neisendorfer has shown me a 
proof, which I believe is originally due to Mahowald, that r*(S5) has exponent 8 at 
the prime 2. The problem of finding the best possible exponent for r*(S*“+‘) at the 
prime 2 is still open. 
52. THE DECOMPOSITION THEOREM 
Let y: Szp+‘{p}+S3(3) be as in[5], top of page 411 (see also[3]). Let Y be the 
homotopy fibre of y. It follows from[5], Theorem 6, p. 411, that A12S2p+1{p} = 
R2S3(3)(,, x R* Y(,,. We shall show that R* Ycp, = C(p),,,. 
The following elementary fact will be used: 






be commutative. Then the induced map from the homotopy fibre of i to that of j is a 
homotopy equivalence if and only if the induced map from the homotopy fibre off to 
that of g is a homotopy equivalence. 
Proof. See[2, Lemma 2.1, p. 5511. 
Let r: fl*S:;‘-’ + SC,, *“-I be the map constructed by Cohen, Moore and Neisendorfer 
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in[l]. Let D(n) denote its homotopy fibre. According to[21, the compositions 
7r 0 E*: S$-l+ S&-’ and E* 0 w fl’S&+’ + f12S$J+’ are each homotopic to the pth power 
maps for n > 1. 
f)*S*n+l 
(P) * 
Let 0 be the induced map of homotopy fibres from the commutative square A. 
Since E*o w = p, X = fl*S*“+‘(p}. Using Proposition 1, the induced map from the 
homotopy fibre of 0 to that of r is a homotopy equivalence. Thus we have shown: 
THEOREM 2. Up to homotopy there is a jibrution D(n$+R*S*“+‘(p} AC(n)(,) such 
that the composition D(n) -k*S*“+‘{pJ -k*S&+’ is homotopic to thefirst map in the 
fibration D(n) -s2*S&+‘~S~~~-‘. 
THEOREM 3. The composition D(p)~~R2SZp+‘{p}~~*S3(3) is a homotopy 
equivalence. 
Proof. It was shown in[2, 560-5621, that it induces a homology isomorphism. 
THEOREM 4. f12S2p+‘(p} = R2S3(3)(,, x C(p),,,. 
Proof. 
C(P)@, - {pt.). 
The induced map of homotopy fibres vertically is the homotopy equivalence R*Y oj 
and thus by Proposition 1, the induced map of homotopy fibres horizontally is a 
homotopy equivalence C?,* Y(,,,A C(p)(,). As remarked earlier, the theorem now 
follows from the results of [5]. 
1. 
2. 
COROLLARY 5. C(p)(,) is a double loop space. 
COROLLARY 6. vr,(S *P+‘; z/pa = ~~-,(s3),,,~~~-3(c(P))(p) q >4. 
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